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No sooner had the present situation of Coronavirus of the world remained stable than recurrent attack came
again in some countries. Before the outbreak of this virus, we should follow those life-saving instructions by
the experts. After the outbreak basically, we lost our mental and physical power to cope with this pandemic.
Though the genetic properties of this virus are very complicated to destroy them by medicines but possible
to inactive them by our good immunity power. When this type of pandemics will come everybody will be
alert in each and every step while the situation comes down. Because the pathogenic properties of the virus
are very dangerous which leads to threatened life on all living creatures, but there is no shortcut without
fitness where immunity plays a great role. In contrast, neither the pathogenicity of this Coronavirus nor the
research for destroying them cannot act properly and this example is very common in the world and for this,
humans are still surviving with a good scored longevity in many parts of the world. ‘Struggle for Existence’
and ‘Survival of the Fittest’ are two great mottoes of human/animal life denoted by two renowned people of
the world Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882) and Herbert Spencer (1820-1903).
There is no option to wait for such antidotes of the Coronavirus outbreak; this is a frivolous matter as a
whole. We should make instigate others to follow the rules and resolutions for a disease-free life at all. When
people can think individually on the present-day’s situation, we will be attached with anticipation that can
be fruitful not only for overcoming this situation but also in our coming days. Ravishing life can be possible
by using the knowledge of science that is a blessing for us. Some people are very ridiculous in our society.
Sometimes they are very horrific for the common people. They always like the packed situation and are very
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swamped in unnecessary news in the society which creates bad impacts and ultimately the extant situation
spreads devastatingly. This situation will be carried out by maintaining the above ways spontaneously.
An evolutionary thought not only on the virus but also other pathogenic micro-organisms which are closely
associated to our daily life with many probable solutions that can be focused on remedy and the researchers
are doing on that as any past and present curative records that everybody knows and able to keep within
their mind, maybe not possible to follow up always but at last on the verge of life is miraculous. Since
human life is devoted to many social commitments but these enhance many contaminations fatally. Need to
minimize these things in an emergency issue and rely on all steps which are related to our lifestyle should
be followed up in our whole life.
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